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Dam construction is a major threat to terrestrial ecological processes that exhibit spatial
variation. As an effective indicator of species movements at large scales, the dynamics of
forest landscape connectivity for the dispersal abilities of local species such as primates
both upstream and downstream of the Manwan hydropower station were compared in
three periods: before, during, and after dam construction (in 1974, 1988, and 2004,
respectively). The equivalent connected area (ECA) index which was modified from the
probability of connectivity (PC) index based on the graph theory was applied in this
study. We used this method to analyze the spatial and temporal changes in the overall
forest landscape connectivity due to dam construction. The results showed that forest
connectivity decreased after dam construction. The forest connectivity upstream was
much greater than that downstream in 1974 but was lower in 1988 and 2004. The
importance of connectivity increased with increasing dispersal distance. Only 8, 12,
and 18% of forest patches of small area exhibited changes in 1974, 1988, and 2004,
respectively. Most of the large habitat patches (i.e., those with dECA values >50%)
remained stable, and the greatest patch changes were found at a dispersal distance
of 400 m in all three periods. These large forest patch changes often occurred near
the boundary of the study area. The Betweenness Centrality indicator, which identifies
patches as stepping stones while accounting for ecological processes and biological
flows at a larger scale, indicated that some habitat patches near Manwan Dam acted
as stepping stones in maintaining the forest connectivity. Furthermore, rank correlations
between the forest patch area and the three dPC (intra,flux,connector ) fractions indicated
that the dPCflux indicator can be used to measure the prioritization of habitat patches.

Keywords: forest landscape connectivity, patch prioritization, spatiotemporal difference, Manwan dam,
Lancang River

INTRODUCTION

Dams are considered one of the most important human disturbances to river basins. Although they
provide many economic benefits, their negative effects on ecological processes and habitats cannot
be ignored (Bombino et al., 2006). After the impoundment of a dam, spatial differences occur in
landscape pattern and related connectivity between the upstream and downstream stretches of a
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river. As dam construction continues, the connectivity of natural
habitat patches is disrupted and fragmented, and vegetation is
submerged by the impounded water (Gordon and Meentemeyer,
2006). Previous studies showed that trophic and community
interactions were affected by river structure and position
(Anderson and Hayes, 2018). Moreover, the declining sizes
of forest patches and the lack of habitat continuity can lead
to landscape fragmentation, connectivity reduction and habitat
loss (Fahrig, 2003). Therefore, it is essential to measure the
impacts of spatial changes of habitats and habitat connectivity
to preserve biodiversity and understand the ecological effects of
dam construction.

Landscape connectivity is composed of two different facets,
including structural connectivity and functional connectivity
(Baguette and Van Dyck, 2007). Structural connectivity refers
to the level at which two landscape elements or habitat patches
are physically connected. Functional connectivity can be defined
as the degree to which the landscape impedes the dispersal
movements of populations across habitat patches (Taylor et al.,
1993; Saura and Pascual-Hortal, 2007). Landscape connectivity
has been linked to various ecological processes, such as nitrogen
cycling, decomposition, pollination, seed dispersal, and animal
migration (Forman and Deblinger, 2000; Minor and Urban, 2008;
Nichols et al., 2008). Improved connectivity can facilitate the
ecological flow of materials and resources (Bélisle, 2005). Also,
connectivity shapes diversity patterns at different levels (Carrara
et al., 2012). The alteration of natural links between patches
affects community composition and population persistence
(Fagan, 2002; Carrara et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2020). Landscape
connectivity depends not only on the area and patterns of habitats
but also on the habitat affinities and dispersal abilities of species
(Galpern et al., 2010). It has frequently been argued that the
ecological effects of dam construction depend on the relatedness
of habitats and the various ecological processes that determine
the survival of local species (Laita et al., 2010). As information
on most species’ dispersal movements is limited, researchers
usually focus on potential functional connectivity in estimating
connectivity. This is because potential connectivity makes use of
assumed dispersal distance thresholds estimated from the limited
data on actual dispersal abilities and the physical attributes of
the landscape, and it can be used to predict the degree of
connectivity of landscapes with respect to a particular species
(Diaz-Varela et al., 2009).

With increasing recognition of the importance of landscape
connectivity and habitat availability, a series of landscape
connectivity metrics based on graph theory and related network
frameworks have been developed to model the spatial patterns
of habitats and the dispersal behavior of rare species (Pascual-
Hortal and Saura, 2006, 2007; Zetterberg et al., 2010; Saura
et al., 2011). Graph theory considers that the network consists
of a set of nodes and a set of links connecting different nodes.
In ecological applications, a node typically represents a habitat
patch and a link typically represents dispersal. Conefor Sensinode
software is a tool for combining data on the habitat patch
distributions and habitat availability of landscape patches (Saura
and Torné, 2009). The equivalent connected area (ECA) index,
modified from the probability of connectivity (PC) index, can

be used to quantify spatial pattern changes in the quantity of
habitats within landscapes and monitor their potential impacts
on landscape connectivity variation. ECA (PC) is convenient for
measuring the dynamics of functional connectivity of habitat
areas in a landscape (Saura et al., 2011). ECA is measured as
that property of the landscape that determines the amount of
available habitat within it (Saura et al., 2011). Moreover, to
identify the key habitat patches in a landscape network and
stepping stone effects, the PC index can be divided into three
separate fractions including dPCflux, dPCintra, and dPCconnector
which quantify dispersal flux through the links, interpatch
connectivity, and contribution of patch or connection to the
connectivity, respectively (Saura and Rubio, 2010). These three
metrics are based on the same concept and are measured in
the same units, so they are easily computed and compared
within a framework. Additionally, several topological indicators
can be used to identify conservation priorities regarding
the quantification of important landscape elements (such as
habitat patches and stepping stones) (Lander et al., 2010). For
example, measurements of centrality characteristics are degree
centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality (BC),
eigenvalue centrality, subgraph centrality, and the Harary index
(Baranyi et al., 2011). Integrating the ECA index and centrality
characteristics to depict the habitat importance is necessary
for conservation.

Manwan Dam is a typical gorge dam in the middle and
lower reaches of the Mekong River in Yunnan Province
(He et al., 2004). In recent years, the landscape pattern
dynamics arising in response to the construction of the Manwan
Dam have been extensively studied. Some researchers have
noted that the land use structure changed markedly during
and after dam construction and forest as the main habitat
decreased its area and experienced intense fragmentation due
to farmland transformation (Zhao et al., 2010; Yang et al.,
2013). Landscape pattern and dynamics analysis has also
revealed forest fragmentation in the reservoir basin (Zhao et al.,
2012). Although many sensitive structural indicators have been
used to assess landscape patterns and the interaction between
human activity and the natural landscape (Zhang et al., 2010),
ecological processes have not been taken into accounted in the
assessment of ecological effects of dam construction. Previous
studies that have addressed the ecological processes occurring
in the reservoir ecosystem have concentrated on inner river
processes, such as runoff and deposition (Zhao et al., 2012),
and few studies have attempted to analyze the fragmented
landscape and its effects on the terrestrial species dispersal in
reservoir basin ecosystems. Therefore, studies of the landscape
connectivity dynamics in the upstream and downstream reaches
of Manwan Dam are needed.

In this study, we focused on the landscape connectivity
dynamics upstream and downstream of the Manwan hydropower
station both before and after the construction of Manwan Dam.
The objectives of this study were to (1) analyze the spatial patterns
and overall connectivity changes of forest patches in 1974, 1988,
and 2004; (2) compare differences in landscape connectivity
between the upstream and downstream reaches based on dECA
at the patch level; and (3) evaluate the relative importance of
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the three functional indexes PCflux, dPCintra, and dPCconnector in
estimating dispersal distances and measure the prioritization of
habitat patches in the Manwan habitat network.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area
The Manwan hydropower station is located near Manwan town
in the middle reach of Lancang River in Yunnan Province. It
began operation in June 1993, and it is the first multimillion-
kilowatt hydropower station to operate along the Lancang River,
with an installed capacity of 125 × 104 kW (Feng et al., 2000).
After the dam began operation, the size of the reservoir increased
to more than twice its the original size, and it currently averages
337.1 m in width and occupies an area of 23.6 km2 (Zhou et al.,
2008). It is 148 m long, 132 m in height and has a backwater
area of 70 km (Liu et al., 2006). The climate of Manwan basin
is subtropical, and the forest types are broadleaf and coniferous;
species include Bon bax ceiba, Cycloba lanopsis, Lithocarpus spp.,
Lauraceae spp., and Pinus kesiya var langbianensis (Zhou et al.,
2010). According to the landscape effect range in Manwan dam as
derived from buffer analysis (Zhao et al., 2010), the study area was
selected as the 0–10 km buffer zone (distance from the Manwan
dam site) in the river watershed (Figure 1).

Data Sources
The original land cover data for the area of the Manwan
hydropower station were interpreted from Landsat Multi Spectral
Scanner (MSS) and Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) images.
These land use data were obtained from the Data Center for
Resources and Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of
Sciences (Zhao et al., 2012). MSS images were utilized as the
primary data for creating the land use maps of 1974. In addition,
a map of Yunnan land-use types in 1975 (scale of 1:100,000)

obtained from the Yunnan Department of Land and Resource
served as a reference map for the classification and accuracy
evaluation of the MSS images. Two TM images were interpreted
as land use maps for 1988 and 2004, and a vegetation map
(scale of 1:100,000 in 1991) obtained from the Yunnan Forest
Bureau was used as a reference for the classification and accuracy
evaluation of the TM images. The TM and MSS images were
classified using a supervised maximum likelihood classification
approach, and the results were revised as necessary based on
visual interpretations and ground survey data. One hundred
and two ground control points (Global Positioning System)
were compared with the images, and the overall classification
accuracies of these images were identified as 83.3, 83.9, and
83.6% in 1974, 1988, and 2004, respectively. The land use
maps were classified into forest, grassland, shrubland, farmland,
construction land, and water.

Landscape Connectivity Evaluation
[Equivalent Connected Area (ECA) Index]
Based on the concept of habitat availability, the ECA, modified
from the PC, is defined as the size of a single habitat patch
that would provide the same value of PC metric as the actual
habitat pattern in the landscape (Saura et al., 2011). Generally,
the ECA can be considered as the EC (equivalent connectivity)
whenever patch habitat quality or population size is used as the
node attribute (Saura et al., 2011). The ECA index is computed
as the square root of the numerator of the PC index, and the
expression is as follows:

ECA =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

aiajp∗ij (1)

Where ai and aj are the areas of resource patches i and
j, respectively, and p∗ij is the maximum product probability of

FIGURE 1 | Location of the study area.
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the overall probable paths between patches i and j (including
single step paths). The product probability of a path is the
product of all of the pij values for all of the connections in
a habitat patch (Saura et al., 2011). The formula of pij is
given by:

pij = e−k·dij (2)

Where pij is the direct dispersal probability, which reflects
the strength of each link; dij is the effective (minimum cost)
distance between patches i and j (in meters); and k is a species-
specific constant (automatic index) that matches the function
to the probability distance values (Pascual-Hortal and Saura,
2007; Saura et al., 2011). Here, the pij value was characterized
by a negative exponential as a function of the inter-patch
effective distances selected in our study (Bunn et al., 2000;
Saura et al., 2011).

The ECA metric of Conefor Sensinode software was strongly
correlated with the ecological processes within the habitat
patches, which requires that the dispersal abilities of local species
be accounted for in the evaluation of functional connectivity. In
the present study, the capabilities of the forest dwelling species
were considered in the scenario analysis in the ECA model.
Researchers have observed that most seeds travel only a few
tens of meters to a hundred meters through habitat patches. In
addition, researchers from Yunnan University reported that 135
mammals and some other endemic animals (such as Macaca
nemestrina, Presbytis phayrei, and Eothenomys spp.) only occur
in the Lancang River valley (He et al., 2004). Moreover, according
to the dispersal ability information from previous studies, most
mammals in the study area can only travel short distances
of less than 1,000 m to another habitat patch (Sutherland
et al., 2000; Bowman et al., 2002; Johst et al., 2002; Wang
et al., 2010). Therefore, in the present study, we evaluated
four different dispersal distances (d = 200, 400, 600, 800 m)
in the ECA model. In addition, due to the same dispersal
probability (pij) of the occurrence of a random event among
the habitat patches, the pij value was set to 0.5 for these four
dispersal distance thresholds (Pascual-Hortal and Saura, 2007;
Saura et al., 2011).

Importance Evaluation of Landscape
Connectivity
The ranking of habitat patches by their contributions to overall
landscape connectivity and habitat availability can be computed
from the dECA values (Saura et al., 2011). The index is described
as the difference in the ECA value before and after changes
in spatial pattern (i.e., loss of habitat patches), and it describes
the proportional importance of connectivity for each habitat
patch. A higher dECA value indicates greater habitat importance
in increasing landscape connectivity for forest patches (Saura
et al., 2011). In addition, the percentage of the total habitat area
(dA) was computed.

All of the ECA and other connectivity indicators
were calculated using Conefor Sensinode software 2.6
(Saura and Torné, 2009).

The Three Distinct Fractions of dPC
The dPC values can be divided into three fractions that reflect
different ways in which a particular habitat patch can contribute
to entire overall landscape connectivity and availability in the
landscape. The formula is as follows:

dPC = dPCintra + dPCflux + dPCconnector (3)

Where dPCintra is the contribution of a habitat patch in terms
of interpatch connectivity; it describes how a patch may be
connected to other patches and relates to available habitat area
or other patch attribute of availability. It is independent of patch
connections to other patches thus even if it is isolated dPCintra
will not change (Saura and Rubio, 2010). dPCflux is associated
with the area-weighted dispersal flux through the links of an
individual patch to or from other patches in the landscape. This
fraction depends on the patch area and its position within the
landscape network. dPCconnector is the contribution of patch or
connection to the connectivity between other habitat patches,
as a connecting element or stepping stone between them. In
the landscape network, the topological position of a patch or
connection in the landscape network will affect the dPCconnector
value (Saura and Rubio, 2010). The intra, flux, and connector
fractions yield information on the importance of a patch in a
landscape network, and they measured most of the variability in
habitat patch priorities.

Betweenness Centrality
The network centrality of habitat patches can be measured by the
BC indicator. BC based on the PC index is denoted BC (PC). It
describes a habitat patch in which the shortest paths (based on
topological distance) between all pairs of patches in the landscape
are calculated and the number of times those paths cross each
node are counted (Bodin and Saura, 2010). BC (PC) improves on
the classical BC metrics measured in the Conefor model (Bodin
and Saura, 2010). In addition to the PC (intra, flux and connector)
fractions, BC (PC) can be considered as a “fourth fraction” of
PC metrics, as it is measured in the same units and within the
same analytical framework. The BC index may be effective for
identifying patches as stepping stones when taking into account
biological flows at a larger scale. Unlike the connector fraction of
the PC metrics, BC do not estimate the impacts of a patch removal
in terms of connectivity loss. We used the topological indicators
dPCconnector and BC (PC) characterize different properties of the
habitat network of Manwan Dam.

Statistical Analysis
Correlation analysis were conducted using the non-parametric
Kendall’s taub rank test of correlation coefficients (Arndt, 1999).
To reveal the effectiveness of different indexes, correlations were
investigated between the three dPC fractions (dPCintra, dPCflux,
and dPCconnector), between the total dPC value and the three dPC
fractions. Further, to understand how the patch size affect the
connectivity, the correlation between habitat patch area and three
dPC fractions were also investigated. This analysis was conducted
using SPSS software (Norušis, 1993).
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RESULTS

Forest Fragmentation and Total
Landscape Connectivity Changes From
1974 to 2004
At the landscape level, the forest connectivity, as measured
by the ECA values, successively decreased from 1974 to 2004,
particularly after dam construction. The functional connectivity
before dam construction was highest in 1974, likely due to the
numerous forest patches of large area. With the fragmentation
of the forest after dam construction and impoundment, the
overall connectivity values of ECA were lower than before
dam construction in 1974 (Table 1). However, the overall
connectivity increased slightly with the increase in dispersal
distances from 200 to 800 m.

As indicated by the total ECA values, there was considerable
spatial variation in forest connectivity between the upstream
and downstream areas of the dam in 1974, 1988, and 2004
(Figure 2). Under the four dispersal distance thresholds, the
forest connectivity upstream of Manwan Dam was much greater
than downstream before the dam construction, and the lowest
ECA value reached 0.4. In 1988 and 2004, the total connectivity
of ECA values upstream was lower than that downstream.
Alterations in connectivity due to dam construction primarily
occurred downstream of Manwan Dam, and the lowest ECA
value upstream was observed in 2004, after dam construction.

TABLE 1 | Total ECA values in the Manwan forest landscape (1974–2004).

Total ECA value (108) (m4) 200 m 400 m 600 m 800 m

1974 1.42 1.51 1.54 1.56

1988 1.14 1.07 1.25 1.27

2004 1.07 1.17 1.21 1.23

However, with increasing dispersal distance from 200 to 800 m, a
slight overall increase in forest connectivity was observed around
Manwan dam, with the highest values observed at 800 m.

The Dynamics of the Importance of Key
Patches in Relation to Connectivity at
the Patch Scale
The dynamics of patch importance of functional connectivity at
the patch scale are described by the dECA values in Figure 3. In
1974, the importance of forest connectivity in forest patches at
the edges of the study area changed most at dispersal distances
of 400 and 800 m (ranging from 20 to 50%). Only 8% of forest
patches exhibited significant changes in connectivity under the
four dispersal distances. The average dECA values for all of the
forest patches ranged from 54% at a dispersal distance of 200 m
to 66% at 800 m, values greater than the average dA value of 51%.

In 1988, approximately 12% of forest patches exhibited
obvious changes in connectivity under the four dispersal
distances, with dECA values greater than 20%. The greatest
change in forest connectivity was observed at the dispersal
distance of 400 m, upstream of the dam. The average dECA
values for all of the forest patches ranged from 41% at a dispersal
distance of 200 m to 49% for the 800 m distance, values greater
than the mean dA value of 39%.

In 2004, approximately 18% of forest patches had importance
level changes in connectivity under the four movement distances.
The greatest change in forest connectivity downstream occurred
at the dispersal distance of 800 m, with a dECA value greater than
50%. The average dECA values for all of the forest patches ranged
from 45% at a distance of 200 m to 52% at 800 m, values higher
than the average dA value of 35%.

Due to changes in spatial pattern between 1974 and 2004,
the overall forest landscape connectivity increased at the patch
level. The dECA values indicated a slight increase in the
importance of connectivity on forest patches under the four

FIGURE 2 | Spatial differences in total landscape connectivity as measured by the ECA index (1974–2004).
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FIGURE 3 | Connectivity changes in the Manwan forest patches under four different dispersal distances in 1974, 1988, and 2004, as measured by the dECA index.

dispersal distances in all three periods (Figure 3). At the
patch level, the degree of connectivity was stable for most of
the large habitat patches, with dECA values in excess of 50%
under the four dispersal distances. In each of the three periods,
dECA tended to increase slightly with the increase in dispersal
distance. The most important forest patches were those with the
largest patch areas. The greatest individual changes were found
in edge forest patches of small and medium area; these key
forest patches were located primarily near the boundary of the
study area.

Change in the Three dPC Fractions and
Correlations With Forest Patch Area
Correlations between dPC and its different fractions (intra, flux,
and connector) are illustrated in Figure 4. Similar trends in
rank correlation were observed between dPC and both habitat
area and dPCf lux. The rank correlations of dPCflux and patch
area increased steadily with dispersal distance, particularly at
600 and 800 m. The taub correlation coefficients of dPC and
dPCflux were high at both 200 and 800 m, with the lowest
coefficient values ranging from 0.82 to 0.85 and the highest
values approaching 1 (0.92 and 0.95). In accordance with the
dPCflux fraction, for the longer dispersal distances, the key forest
patches were generally related to the largest habitat patches.

This is because these large forest patches are more likely to
be inter-connected; the P∗ij value often approached 1 for large
habitat patches. The flux features of different habitat patches were
primarily influenced by patch area.

Independent of the dispersal distance, the dPCintra value had
a strong rank correlation (taub = 1) with patch area (Figure 4).
This fraction did not change with dispersal distance. This fraction
indicates that forest patches with the largest habitat area have the
highest importance for connectivity.

The dPCconnector fraction evaluates landscape pattern and was
not in accordance with the area-based prioritization. The rank
correlation coefficients of dPCconnector and patch area remained
low relative to other three indicators. With increasing dispersal
distance, the taub values were stable at 0.29, except at 400 m, with
a value of 0.31.

Similar increasing trends were observed among the
correlations between dPC and dPCflux, dPCflux and dPCconnector
(Figure 5). As their taub values are near 1, the prioritization
of habitat patches can be measured with the dPC and dPCflux
indicators. The coefficient correlations were lower at 200 and
400 m and higher at 600 and 800 m. The rank correlations
of dPC and dPCconnector were lower than those of other
two indices, with the lowest values occurring at 200 and
400 m. The results also indicated that dPCconnector is an
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FIGURE 4 | Kendall’s rank correlations (taub) between the patch importance indices (dPC, dPCflux , dPCintra, dPCconnector,) and patch area with increasing dispersal
distance.

FIGURE 5 | Kendall’s rank correlations (taub) between dPC, dPCflux , and
dPCconnector, at different dispersal distances.

effective metric for measuring landscape connectivity in
habitat patches.

The Three Fractions of dPC and BC as
Indicators of the Importance of Key
Habitat Patches
In emphasizing the prioritizing of habitat patches, our results
identified some differences between BC (PC) and dPCconnector .
Links or ecological corridors can only contribute through
dPCconnector , not through dPCintra or dPCflux. Although the

calculation of dPCconnector for a certain patch is independent
of the patch attributes, it does consider patch area in the
operational process.

In the present study, our results suggested that obvious
changes to stepping stone patches occurred at both the maximum
dispersal distance of 800 m and the minimum dispersal distance
of 200 m (Figure 6). We consider the BC index and dPCconnector
as the most effective metrics for identifying key habitat patches
as stepping stones in the landscape. These key stepping stones
between large habitat patches characterize the flux and total
habitat area in the landscape near Manwan Dam.

Although the BC (PC) metric does not directly measure the
overall connectivity of the entire landscape, it is a topological
indicator that only considered the habitat patch position at
the patch scale. The BC indicator suggested that some larger
area habitat patches near Manwan Dam were significant in
maintaining the forest connectivity of the networks in the
Manwan reservoir ecosystem (Figure 6). This indicator revealed
the degree to which the shortest paths for dispersal between other
habitat patches pass through a given habitat patch. However,
the patch area or habitat quality of that particular patch that is
connected through the shortest path was not taken into account.

DISCUSSION

The Influence of Dam Construction on
Landscape Pattern and Ecological
Processes
In the post-dam era, landscape dynamics take place over time
due to many driving factors, mainly anthropogenic alterations
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FIGURE 6 | Dynamics of the Betweenness Centrality BC (PC) index in the three periods.

near dams. Variation in landscape distributions, which alter
landscape connectivity and habitat availability, may be the
result of dam construction, the extension of road networks,
agricultural activities, economic development, and immigration
(Safner et al., 2011).

Many researchers have focused on landscape dynamics due
to dam construction and evaluation of the natural landscape
at different spatial and temporal scales (Zhou et al., 2010;
Zhao et al., 2012). Previous studies showed that the reservoir
impoundment have significant effects on land use in the
Manwan reservoir basin (Zhao et al., 2010). Due to the
high level of anthropogenic disturbance in this region, dam
construction can not only degrade river connectivity but
also inhibit adjacent landscape processes in the river basin
(Zhao et al., 2012). Our results indicated that landscape
dynamics and fragmented watersheds influenced the connectivity
of the adjacent landscape, particularly in 2004 (after the
construction and impoundment of Manwan Dam). These results
emphasize that functional landscape connectivity varies with
dispersal ability and habitat availability in the fragmented
landscape. In the present study, we discuss how a key
ecological process (i.e., movements of local species) is strongly

related to adjacent landscape changes and fragmented forest
patches. Furthermore, the local microclimate can be greatly
altered due to open water evaporation and influence the
ecosystems directly.

Traditionally, buffer analysis with landscape pattern analysis
had been performed to evaluate the land use dynamics associated
with dam construction, which are characterized by different
distances to a river channel or dam site (Zhao et al., 2012).
In a previous study around the Manwan reservoir, landscape
effects appeared to be greatest primarily within the 2000-
m to 3000-m buffer zone, and the greatest change in patch
density occurred within 1,000 m of the dam site during 1974–
2004 (Zhao et al., 2012). In the present study, the combined
application of the connectivity model with GIS was effective for
the spatial and temporal assessment of landscape connectivity
dynamics before and after dam construction. We selected
10 km (distance from Manwan Dam) as the buffer zone to
analyze the upstream and downstream functional connectivity
dynamics. Our results suggest that dECA(PC) may be an
appropriate indicator for identifying critical priority habitat
patches as connectivity providers in the areas upstream and
downstream of Manwan Dam.
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Correlations Between Forest
Fragmentation and Ecological Processes
Related to the Landscape Connectivity
and Habitat Availability
As the influence of dam construction extends well beyond the
reservoir area, forest fragmentation and stress are discovered
in upstream and downstream ecosystems from dams. In the
Amazon basin, studies found the lack of a strategic dam
construction plan could drive deforestation and lead to severe
break in connectivity (Finer and Jenkins, 2012). It is proved
that the continuity and abiotic conditions of habitat are
disrupted by forests fragmentation, and leads to great changes
in populations of animals and plants (Laurance et al., 2018), as
well as disruptions of species interactions (Galetti and Dirzo,
2013). Thus, assessing functional connectivity in the fragmented
forest landscape is effective for integrating fragmented forest
patches and the dispersal activities of local species (Bunn
et al., 2000). The impacts of habitat loss may be aggravated to
varying degrees by the fragmentation of the habitat network
(Saura et al., 2011). Considering the fragmentation process
of forest patches, we used the landscape-based, functional
connectivity indicator dECA(PC) to identify that landscape
characteristic that determines the amount of available habitat,
regardless of whether that habitat is available via interpatch
connectivity. The dECA(PC) indicator was able to identify six
different importance degrees of habitat patches as connectivity
providers and conservation protectors, indicating the large forest
patches yield the highest importance degrees for maintaining
landscape connectivity.

Our study documented the terrestrial ecological processes
that were affected by habitat fragmentation associated with
dam construction. The isolated or connected patches in
the fragmented landscape, particularly the small ones, were
influenced by the potential dispersal abilities. As shown in our
study, fragmentation of forest patches was greater in 2004 than
in 1988 and 1974. The connection scenarios under different
dispersal distance scenarios identified the isolated or connected
patches for target species as they were strongly dependent
on these potential dispersal thresholds. When the connection
scenario was applied, the dECA(PC) index ranked each patch
as a connectivity provider in relation to its habitat availability.
And we identified that the greatest changes in the importance of
habitat links among small patches occurred at a dispersal distance
of 400 m by evaluating the results from all scenarios. Many
connected patches with higher importance of habitat areas and
links were assumed to be more important than isolated patches
for the maintenance and improvement of landscape connectivity.

Responses to the Landscape Pattern
Changes With Respect to Different
Biological Traits and Dispersal
Capabilities of Local Species
For many endemic species in forest-dwelling patches, responses
to landscape pattern changes related to connectivity were not
always the same. When we applied functional connectivity

analyses to the entire forest landscape near the river channel,
the most important problem to overcome was the large number
of forest-dwelling species with varied movement abilities and
other traits. The key issue of dispersal distance threshold selection
remains, as these distances may vary with landscape pattern
dynamics related to landscape connectivity (Saura et al., 2011).
Although some researchers concentrate their efforts on the
traits of endangered and endemic species in different regions
around the world (Lander et al., 2010), insufficient data were
available in the present study regarding the dispersal abilities
and other traits of local species in the study region. Thus,
there is some uncertainty inherent in the process of modeling
connection scenarios and measuring landscape connectivity
(Decout et al., 2012). Although this lack of information can
reduce the efficacy of the functional connectivity models used to
identify habitat patches as connectivity providers (Saura et al.,
2011), our results show that some indicators, such as ECA(PC),
rely less on the actual dispersal activities of local species, which
are highly sensitive to changes in habitat area. Therefore, the
potential dispersal distances of various endemic species were
often assumed in the functional connectivity models.

The scale of dispersal capacities considered in this study
may affect forest connectivity. In this case study, the organisms
involved may include reptiles, amphibians, birds, plants (seeds),
and their pollinators, and other endemic or endangered species.
The dispersal distance thresholds are likely related to the
movement abilities of these endemic species. Previous studies
have suggested that only a small number of endemic and
endangered species populations should be considered target
species in functional connectivity analysis (Saura and Rubio,
2010). As many studies have reported species’ dispersal distances
of within a few hundred meters, we chose dispersal thresholds of
200, 400, 600, and 800 m (equal intervals) for our connectivity
scenarios (Liu et al., 2014). Target species such as Macaca
nemestrina, Prebytis phayrei, Eothenomys custos or the seeds
of target plant species may be more sensitive to changes
in forest spatial patterns. They may benefit to a greater
extent from available stepping stones, and their biological
traits and dispersal capabilities will be specific to the Manwan
reservoir ecosystem. Future studies should address the landscape
connectivity dynamics of cascade dams (such as Xiaowan and
Dachaoshan Dams) in Lancang River, as the different species and
related ecological flows may be affected by the advanced forest
spatial framework dynamics of the Manwan reservoir ecosystem.

CONCLUSION

This study analyzed changes in a modified ECA index in
response to landscape dynamics to characterize the effects
of dam construction on landscape connectivity. The overall
connectivity measured by the ECA successively decreased from
1974 to 2004. With the change in landscape pattern, the
connectivity upstream of Manwan Dam was much greater
than downstream in 1974; however, in 1988 and 2004, the
total ECA values upstream were lower than those downstream,
indicating a large impact of dam construction on landscape
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connectivity. The spatio-temporal variation of forest networks
on landscape connectivity in the Manwan basin indicated
that dam construction had some negative ecological effects
on landscape connectivity and forest conservation. The degree
of connectivity was stable for most of the large habitat
patches under the four dispersal distances (200, 400, 600, and
800 m). Only 8, 12, and 18% of patches in 1974, 1988, and
2006, respectively, exhibited obvious changes in connectivity.
The greatest individual changes were found at the 400 m
species dispersal distance in key forest patches located near
the boundary of the study area. For the purposes of forest
conservation, these crucial patches require more attention. As
dispersal distance increased, dECA tended to increase slightly
in all three years (1974, 1988, and 2004). Moreover, the rank
correlations between forest patch area and the three dPC fractions
indicated that, as forest availability metrics, dPC and its three
fractions can effectively quantify the percentage importance
of the connectivity on forest patches. These correlations
also revealed that connectivity varied with dispersal distance.
The BC(PC) index suggested that some large area or high
quality habitat patches near Manwan Dam were significant
in maintaining the forest connectivity of the networks in the
Manwan basin. This research provides a case study of the analysis
of landscape connectivity based on network analysis. In addition,
for biodiversity and forest conservation efforts, future studies

will require more information about the movement abilities of
local species and incorporate this information into the calculation
of the ECA index.
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